
Timeless Casement and Awning Windows
Known for their ability to create an
airtight seal for superb energy
efficiency and worry-free security,
these windows also let you catch fresh
breezes with the turn of a handle.
You’ll appreciate the expansive view
these products provide. Timeless
casement and awning windows are
available in a myriad of configurations
and styles to give your home an
attractive, unique look.

Related Links:

» Available Models
» Find A Dealer
» Warranty Information
» Why Timeless Windows

FEATURES & BENEFITS

Heavy-duty vinyl frames—with all corners fused together at high temperatures for
extraordinary strength—provide excellent insulation.

1.

Soft White vinyl with an exceptionally smooth, clean surface that combats dirt
and contaminants keeps your Gorell windows looking beautiful for decades.

2.

PPG’s Intercept® warm-edge spacer system reduces energy loss through the
glass.

3.

Automotive-type glazing creates a super-tight seal—the harder the wind blows,
the tighter the seal becomes.

4.

Insulating foam wrap around the frame helps to keep your home draft-free.5.

Insulfil™ foam inside the frame chambers reduces conduction within the frame
and  improves energy efficiency.

6.

Polypropylene poly-fin weather stripping helps to make your windows airtight and
helps resist mold.

7.

Two rows of Q-Lon® ultra-compression weather seal provide tight closure
—similar to a refrigerator door—to prevent air and water infiltration.

8.

Snubber mechanism on the hinge side of the frame creates a tight, full-perimeter
seal that yields high insulating properties.

9.

Beautiful Truth Encore® hardware ensures easy, problem-free operation—even
for large sash sizes.

10.

Newly designed, elegant folding handle minimizes possible interference with
window treatments.  

11.

Multiple-point “lock-and-seal” system operates easily for the tightest possible,
highly secure closure.

12.

Smooth, sleek frame and sash profile allows maximum light and viewing area.13.

Beveled exterior frame is stylishly attractive to give your home unmistakably
beautiful curb appeal.

14.

Finely detailed millwork design on the interior master frame gives you the look of
handcrafted molding.

15.

Durable screens, with heavy-duty aluminum frames and strong fiberglass mesh
screen, are custom made for a perfect fit and long life.

16.

AVAILABLE MODELS

Single-Vent Casement

Double-Vent Casement

Three-Lite Casement (1/4, 1/2, 1/4)

Three-Lite Casement (1/3, 1/3, 1/3)

Three-Lite Casement Non-Venting

Four-Lite Casement

Two-Lite Casement Single-Vent

Picture Window

Single-Vent Awning

Two-Lite Awning
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LOW-E GLASS
Choose from a wide
selection of
high-performance Low-E
glass systems for just the
right level of comfort,
energy-saving efficiency
and security you want.

INTERIOR WOODGRAIN FINISHES

Enjoy the beauty of wood windows without the
maintenance. Select your Timeless windows with
a strikingly beautiful vinyl woodgrain interior
finish—(1) Golden Oak, (2) Walnut and (3)
Cherry. These finishes will never deteriorate or
require painting or staining.

Note: Due to factors such as variations in monitor color
settings, the vinyl colors shown may not accurately
depict true manufactured colors.

DECORATIVE GLASS
Give your windows—and
your home—their own
special character by
choosing from a variety of
exquisite stained and
leaded glass designs, or
V-grooved and etched
glass patterns.

SOLARSHINE™ GLASS
Ensure that the glass in your windows stays
cleaner longer by selecting SolarShine™ glass.
Its unique built-in coating uses the sun’s rays to
loosen and break down dirt, while water sheets
off the glass instead of beading—for a clear,
sparkling “just washed” look.

EXTERIOR COLOR FINISHES

Coordinate or contrast your Timeless windows to
the color of your home by choosing from
numerous beautiful exterior color finishes,
including such as (1) Forest, (2) Brick, (3) Clay,
(4) Terra, (5) Greystone and (6) Tudor
Brown—or any custom color you desire.

Note: Due to factors such as variations in monitor color
settings, the vinyl colors shown may not accurately
depict true manufactured colors.

INTERBLINDS™
Enjoy beautiful,
always-clean
mini-blinds—and enjoy
instant privacy—with
“between-the-glass”
InterBlinds™.

OBSCURE GLASS
Choose from a wide
selection of distinctive
obscure glass patterns for
those places in your home
where you need privacy.

CONTOURED GRIDS
Enjoy the look of traditional
colonial-style windows by
selecting beautiful
contoured grids that are
inside the panes of glass
so you don’t have to bother
with cleaning and dusting
around them.

BETTERVUE™ SCREENS
These unique screens will
give you a sharper view of
the outdoors—and the
added air-flow you'll get for
ventilation is almost like
havng no screens at all!

ENERGY STAR® ACCOLADES
Timeless products are made by
Gorell—2004 to 2008 ENERGY
STAR® Partner of the Year.
Exclusive 2006, 2007 & 2008
Sustained Excellence Award
winner.

EXCLUSIVE NCPC PARTNERSHIP
Timeless intruder-resistant
windows and doors are made by
Gorell, exclusive window partner
with the National Crime Prevention
Council.

FIND A TIMELESS DEALER
Let us connect you with the local
Timeless dealer in your area for
professional service and
installation. Get Started »
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